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The B6 News
An independent student voice

Wednesday, November 19, 1969

Volume 54, Number 34

Committee starts
president search
By DANEENE J. FRY
Assistant Managing Editor
A Search and Screening Committee to find the successor to President William T. Jerome. Ill has been appointed by Donald G. Simmons,
president of the Board of Trustees.
The 14-member committee, consisting of two members of the Board
of Trustees, four students, five faculty memliers and one administrator,
will review all candidates for the position and present their recommendations to the Board.
The Trustees will make the final selection of the University's seventh
president.
ing of the committee," said Mrs.
Committee members Include Mrs.
Anita Ward and Ashel Bryan, rep- Ward.
The committee's first formal
resenting the Board of Trustees;
and Charles Shanklin, president meeting will be held Friday. Mrs.
Ward said that, as yet, there are
of the Bowling Green Alumni Assono definite plans set for future
ciation, and Carroll Cheek, direcmeetings.
tor of the Alumni Association and
"However, I really feel there
the Bowling Green Foundation repwill not be another meeting until
resenting University Alumni.
after the first of the year." She
Faculty members Include Dr.
Joseph Balogh, chairman of the
(Turn to page 5)
Faculty Senate and representing
the social science division (LA);
Dr. Richard Hoare, science and
mathematics (LA); Dr. Archie
Jones, humanities (LA); Dr. Robert Keefe, (ED); and Dr. Maurice
(Editor's Note: The lunar landing
Mandell, (BA).
module "Intrepid" was scheduled
Student representatives Include
to land on the moon at 1:53 a.m.
Jeanne Perry, senior, (LA); PhilEST today, after undocklng from
lip Weller, senior, (BA); Gregory
the command module late last
Thatch, senior, (ED) and William
night. The first of two 3 1/2 hour
Bull, graduate student.
exploratory walks on the moon's
surface was to have begun at 6:02
"We had one meeting, very ina.m. today. The second walk Is
formal, with the Board of Trusslated for 12:30 a.m. tomorrow.)
tees last Friday," said Mrs. Anita
Ward, chairman of the newly creaSPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
ted committee.
- With their little mooncraft In"The meeting was mainly to get
trepid ready for the wild ride to
acquainted and discuss a broad
the lunar surface, the Apollo 12
Idea of what the University has
explorers took Inventory of some
to offer.
niggling nuisances yesterday - a
"Hopefully, In the future, we
stuffy head, an open sore and a
will set some criteria to go by,
pesky solar storm.
but we haven't had a formal meet-

-N«wt photo by Brian Sftffam

LET A SMILE BE YOUR UMBRELLA •- Considerably more umbrellas than smiles could be seen
Tuesday as the annual monsoon season swept into Bowling Green.

Landing, moon walk set for today

Kennedy family
patriarch dies
HYANNIS PORT, Mass. (AP) - Joseph Patrick Kennedy, sire of a
tragedy-shrouded American political fable, died yesterday, losing an
eight-year struggle for life. He was 81.
Kennedy, whose sons Included the 35th president of the United
States and two U.S. senators) died peacefully at 11:05 a.m. EST, a statement from the family said.
He was at his seaside home In the Kennedy compound on Cape Cod.
With him, the spokesman said, were his wife, Rosa, and sole surviving son Edward.
Others at his bedside Included Edward's wife Joan, daughters Eunice
Shrlver, Joan Smith and Patricia I.awson, son-in-law Sargent Shriver,
niece Ann Gargan and nephew Joseph Gargan.
The funeral, which will be private, will be Thursday at St. Francis
Xavier Rom in Catholic church In neighboring Hyannls, which the Kennedys have attended for years. Richard Cardinal Cushlng, Roman
Catholic archbishop of Boston and longtime family friend, will be the
celebrant
A spokesman said it would not be the usual Requiem Mass but rather
a "White Mass," In which the priest wears white vestments.
Burial will be In the family plot at Holyhood Cemetery In Brookllne,
the town alongside Boston where the family spend much of their early
years.
Born In East Boston Sep(t. 6, 1888, to moderately wealthy parents,
Kennedy attended Catholic schools as a youngster.
It was said that when he was graduated from Harvard College In
1912, he expressed the ambition to be a millionaire by the time he
was 35. He made his first million well before he reached that age.
With borrowed money, he gained control of Columbia Trust Co.
and became Its president at age 25.
He branched out, deriving his fortune not only from banking but also
the stock market, real estate, the sale of liquor and interests in motion
pictures and movie houses.
Kennedy met President-to-be Franklin D. Roosevelt In 1917 and a
lasting friendship resulted.
During the Roosevelt administration Kennedy served on both the
Securities Exchange Commission, and was U. S. am bassador to the
Court of St. James from January, 1938, until late 1940.
Retiring to private life as a financier, Kennedy amassed a fortune
estimated to be worth between $200 million and $400 million.

Command Pilot Charles Conrad
Jr. awoke to complain about a
weeping sore on his chest caused
by a reaction to heartrate sensors
and the jelly used to apply them.
Intrepid pilot Alan L. Bean awoke
early to complain about a stuffy
head cold.
The only one not complaining
was Richard F. Gordon, pilot of
UH mothershlp Yankee Clipper who
will not walk on the moon.
Mission Control told the astronauts when they all awakened about
4:20 p.m. EST that there was a
Class II flare on the surface of
the sun, but that there was no appreciable radiation coming the astronauts' way.
Mission Control said it was
keeping an eye on the solar flare
aided by satellites that checked radiation.
When they were awakened, Capsule Communicator Don Llnd
beamed up reveille and said,'' Good
morning gentlemen! Today's the
big day! Hit the deckl"
They had retired at 8:30 a.m.
for a scheduled 8 1/2-hour sleeprest period.
Mission Control consulted the
flight surgeons and told him he
could take decongestant pills every eight hours.
Many astronauts have experienced some stuffiness because of
the drying action on nasal membranes of the pure oxygen environment. It Is a common reaction among filers who breathe pure
oxygen for long periods of time.
At first controllers identified
the flare as one that blew away
from the sun's surface Nov. 2,
but later Mission Control described It as a new flare. Based
on information In hand, controller said, "We would not expect
It to be a problem."
The sun Is constantly radiating
high energy particles out Into
space. The solar wind Is a charged
gas of such particles blowing constantly through the solar system.
Occasionally the sun erupts In blister-like flares that send heavy concentrations of particles Into space.
It was an ironic twist that In
weather less space Apollo 12 should
face the possibility of a radiation - laden solar wind on the eve
of their landing on the lunar Ocean
of Storms. The spacecraft windows
are still streaked and grimy from
the rainstorm in which the spacecraft was launched Friday.
The Mission Control announcement came while the astronauts
slept. They were up until about

8:30 a.m. Tuesday checking out
the systems for the moon landing
and exploration to come.
The three Navy commanders put
In a long and exciting day. They
swung behind the moon for the first
time late Monday night, fired their
rocket engine to slow their speed
and let them fall Into lunar orbit.
Then they telecast color pictures
of the moon's surface back to
earth.
Today Gordon
remains In
lunar orbit, piloting the Yankee
Clipper, home base for the astronauts, while Conrad and Bean
descend to the moon's surface.
The landing area on the eastern
shore of the Ocean of Storms lies
about 45 miles south of the lunar
equator. Because of the study Conrad has made of the area, It Is
called "Pete's Parking Lot."
Meanwhile, back In the command
module, Astronaut Richard Gordon
knows it will be lonely on the backside of the moon, but he knows
too that his lonesome vigil could
make a life-or- death difference to
the other Apollo 12 crewmen.
"It will be lonely," Gordon said
in a prefllght interview. "There's
Just no doubt about that.
"But at the same time, I have
to be prepared to rescue the LM
In the event of any abnormal occurrence. That in Itself Is a formidable task."
The rescue would come If Intrepid blasted away from the lunar
surface but for some reason didn't
achieve a full lunar orbit. Gordon
would have to descend in Yankee
Clipper for a rescue.
"I'm willing to go down as low
as necessary to rescue the LM,"
he said.
How low would that be?
"It depends on where they are,"
he said. "It would be pretty risky
to talk about 10,000 feet. Hopeiully,
they would get Into an orbit that
Is a little higher than that... In
the neighborhood of nine miles.
"But certainly If they're In a
clear orbit around the moon - if
they're missing the land or the
mountainous terrain -I think we're
prepared to go down and get them.
"I sure don't want to come home
without them, so Pm going down
and get them."
To reach Intrepid stranded In a
low lunar orbit, Gordon would fire
Yankee Clipper's engine and place
the spacecraft in an elliptic orbit The low point of the orbit
would coincide with Intrepid's orbital path.
Gordon would then rendezvous

with Intrepid and link up. Conrad
and Bean would transfer to Yankee
Clipper through the connecting tunnel or, If the tunnel were damaged,
climb out of the lunar module and
work along a handrail to the hatch
of the command ship.
Yankee Clipper's engine could
then send It on a trajectory back
to earth.

GOP faces fights
in state primary
COl UMBUS (AP) - Republican
primary fights for the governorship and the U.S. Senate seemed
almost a certainty yesterday.
Rep. Robert Taft Jr., of Cincinnati Is expected to announce
as a candidate for the U.S. Senate at a news conference there Friday at 11 a.m.
It would pit Taft, 53, a threeterm Congressman, against Gov.
James A. Rhodes, 60, who has
already announced for the seat of
returnlngDemocratlc Sen. Stephen
M. Young.
Ohio Treasurer John D. Herbert
yesterday Indicated to The Associated Press he planned to run
for governor In the Republican
primary.
Herbert, 39, would have to challenge state Auditor Roger Cloud,
who plans to make his formal announcement Monday, and Lt. Gov.
John W. Brown, who has Indicated
he is also In the race.
Cloud was scheduled to make his
announcement today but postponed
lt because of the scheduled moon
walk by the Apollo 12 astronauts,
i an aide said.
Former astronaut John Glenn,
48, Is expected to announce as a
Democrat for the U.S. Senate within weeks. He Is In the process
of moving his family from New
York to Columbus to establish a
political base.
Democrat John J. Gilllgan, 49,
of Cincinnati, former Congressman, is expected to go either for
Young's seat or the governorship,
probably the Utter.
Another likely Democratic Senate candidate is Howard Metzenbaum of Cleveland, who successfully managed both of Young's Senate campaigns.
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A long wait
The Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) have begun, but
it will be a very long time before any meaningful results can be
expected.
It has taken the United States and the Soviet Union many years
to get together and attempt to halt their pointless competition in
development and deployment of nuclear armaments.
Both have always desired an end to the economically disastrous and increasingly absurd arms race, but national securit)always came first, and every time one nation advanced in the nuclear field, the other was compelled to counter.
Hut current times have been bringing the countries together.
The traditional regard of each power as the inherent enemy of the
other is slowly eroding in the face of realism.
The conflicts in Southeast Asia, the Mid-F.ust, and the combined
concern over Red China's growth indicate to both the United
Stales and the Soviet Union thai together they could stund as an
irresistable force in world affairs.
SALT is indicative of this atmopshere of rapport drawing the
two powers together.
Mut it is exactly because of Hod China and a lingering of hypocritical distrust on the part of both countries that President
Nixon's hope of reversing the arms race is presently unrealistic.
The two nations fear a nuclear arms nakedness in the face of
an increasingly intimidating lied China, anil neither feels it can
really trust the other — because each realizes the other cannot
trust it.
%
For these reasons it will take tl long time for the talks to prove
fruitful. Old ideas and fears must first be erased.
Hut in time they will, for both nations realize they must halt
this idiotic exploitation of nuclear power.

Childish games
The University's change to the Centrex Telephone system has
caused many reactions and problems.
One of the less serious but more annoying problems is the increase in obscene and prank telephone calls.
The marked increase is attributed, in part, to the ability to place
the call from the privacy of one's room.
The legal penalty for making obscene or prank telephone calls
is a maximum fine of S500 or six months imprisonment, or both.
lngrham Mill iron , director of auxilliury services, has said he
will no longer warn persons concerning these calls -- he said he
will prosecute the cullers.
It is indeed tragic that supposedly young adults, claiming capabilities of voting and other privileges reserved for responsible
persons, must be threatened with prosecution in order to curb such
childish activities.

letters to the editor
Vocal minority speaks out
As I was standing among 300,000 effete, Impudent saifte In
Washington D.C. demonstrating my
opposition to the war In Vietnam,
a girl handed me a copy of the
following:
"We are demonstrating against
the war In Vietnam. But we are
demonstrating also against all war.
Against the war of man against
man everywhere, and of man agalnst nature."
We are demonstrating against
systems that hurt people, as the
American system *iurts people In
our ghettos and In Latin America and Asia, an 1 is '.he Russian
system hurts Its own people by
jailing poets, and by Invading Czechoslovakia."
"It Is good tor us to try to
love one another, but It Is not
good enough. We must also change
the systems that tax us, put us
In uniform and send us off to kill
one another."
"We are out on the streets today to ask that we look at one
another without labels. We are
against putting labels on peoplelike
"capitalist," "commie,"
"hippie," "pig,".
"Before anything else, men and

Society, man and garbage
By JUDY EICHER
Guest Columnist
Frustration. The angling-gangling nerve ending rubbed raw.
Bumper-car traffic during toomany-same-old-rush-hours. The
city. A steaming morass of hurrled-up folk fighting pollution with
sir-condltloned souls.
The old "American dream"
crumbling dally—chewed up, regurgitated by politicians created by
the media. The new dream Is a
four letter, polka dot monster—
C-I-T-Y. Advice to the young:
don't come.
One darkness when It was4 a.m.
and the downtown streets were
sleeping, I walked outside to kick
some leaves In the back yard. You
know what I heard? The Cltyl
And, It was humming, softly, so
quietly you had to listen with both
ears and both eyes and your stomach.
It said:
"I am Cleveland.
"I am a product of the glorious
industrial revolution.
"I even have rapid transits.
"I also have lots of garbage and
streets where white men can't walk
'cause they'll get shot, and places
where black men only come If
they're bent on suicide.
"I like myself.
"So much so, that I Intend to set
up altars where flowers aren't permitted, just the bodies of dead
underground newspaper reporters."
What could I say to that, Just
didn't have the heart to kick anymore leaves.
Hey, all you university people—
there's a world outside your virginal classroom.-., your little
whitewashed dormitory rooms,
your nice lovely mindsl Yeah
freaks—a world run by man.

Don't wait! Get upt Get off your
collective football game-sororityfraternlty-beer complexes. Your
Student Council Is worth shit. All
these thln»s exist only because you
squabble over their irrelevance.
Your main concern is whether
or not somebody is apathetic about
nothing. Get motivated Into something. Be, and man, be free!
The garbage disposal called the
"Great American dream" gets
clogged on freedom, spits it out.
Freedom is more destructive to

garbage disposals than a lack of
steel parts because garbage grinders get frustrated when they can't
sink their teeth into pliable material.
A free man Is not pliable. A
free man, simply. Is. He digs,
baby. Dig?
—Doing your own thing.
--Making a new society without
garbage, by making garbage-creativity required Instead of physical
education.
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women are alive, separate. Individual. All of us can be hurt, can
die, get angry, want to be loved,
and all of us on this planet, this
life raft we call Earth, will make
It together or we won't make it
at all."
"Time is running out for all of
us on Earth and we have nowhere
else to go. No nation has the right
to build atom bombs, or use napalm, or pollute the air we breathe
or the water we drink."
"We are saying today, all across America, that the war in
Vietnam Is our number one problem, and It must be ended now,
by total, Immediate American
withdrawal from Vietnam." But
once that war is over, our real
job will begin. The job of disarming all nations, and of nursing our cities, our forests, our
air, our rivers, our people, and
our children back to health. Give
earth a chance. There will be
no second chance."
The vocal minority has spoken.
Harry Ausderan
232 Anderson

Housing study
The newly formed student housing group has begun action through
an I.F.C. housing survey, and "negotiations" with the landlords In
hopes of obtaining a reasonable
rent.
However, not only rent should
be Investigated, but also contract
provisions and housing coalitions
should be surveyed, if not Improved.
Do all the students realize what
falls within substandard housing?
'' Substandard'' housing can include
rat poison, old wiring ami fuses,
and leaky plumbing. These conditions can and do exist In "university-approved" housing. In
frequent cases this constitutes student housing but not In all cases.
Now, just how does the University actually' ■ approve*' such housing? What Is Its standard of "ap-

proval?" Undoubtedly the University app-oves those who rent dwellings, but does this also approve
housing conditions of those dwellings?
Perhaps, somehow, we have
adopted "lei the renter beware"
in some cases. The student housing group may furnish answers and
solutions which the students seek.
In respect, let us support our student housing committee.
John Sefton
Jim Hall
319 Pike St.

f

Wagon' woes

As a student wife, did you ever
wonder why you were never visited
by the Welcome Wagon?
Not when you moved Into your
new home or gave birth to your
child? It Is because the merchants
who support the Welcome Wagon do
not allow the hostesses to visit
students' families. Not on either
occasion.
But where do we get those new
diapers, new curtains, pillows, potato peeler, cake pan, baked goods,
groceries, drugs, nails, hammers,
do our dry cleaning, buy our gifts
for "special occasions", do our
washing, our banking, and get
vitamins?
Yes, at these sponsors' places
of business, who did not want to
give us that complimentary gift
to welcome us to the city of Bowling Green or our new baby.
So much for my feelings; but it
would be nice to think that these
merchants who we patronize would
appreciate our business.
Mrs. Jane Wyndham
520 Ridge Street

Dearest editor
The question Is not what....
...but
rather
how
best
can the Greeks
be punished.
LYLE GREENFIELD

Education — merit of Council
In regard to thecontroversyconcernlng the purpose of Student Council,
I would like to suggest a view which I think has previously been overlooked. Ideally, Student Council Imitates the principles upon which our
democratic form of government functions.
Viewing our student government as a small scale model of what
goes on in the "real world" suggests to me a large opportunity for
learning. The government on campus can serve as a tasting ground
f'.r democratic principles, a soap box for voicing opinions, and, most
important, an educational process through which we can learn how our
government is supposed to function.
Why then, should an Inability to effect specific action be viewed as a
cause for abolishment of the governing body?
We should be able to recognize that in the "real world" the government often does not pass legislation which the public wants, and that
often Its hands are tied by other substantial power groups, le. Industry,
lobbies, etc,.
Being attuned to Student Council's failures, as well as Its achievements could conceivably prepare us to realize what political life will
be like when we graduate.
Seen as an educational opportunity then, rather than as an agency
for relentless activity, I feel that Student Council, regardless of Its
shortcomings and sporadic ineffectiveness, should be maintained for the
benefit of those who wish to become sensitive, perceptive citizens.
Marcle Taylor
240 Dunbar
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Says modern clothes 'dull'

Costumer joins theater

DESIGNS COSTUMES •- Mis* Mildred Lit, BG's first professional costume designer will offer a new look to the University Theatre productions this season. A member of the department of
speech, Miss Lit received her masters degree from Temple University and has 4 years of theatre experience before coming to
the University.

Library presents
special collection
The Polemic File, a special
collection emphasizing propagandists literature expressing dissent, opposition and minority opinion is now available In the University Library.
College and public libraries tend
to be wary of highly controversial material, especially In their
subscriptions to periodicals, according to Kalman Szekely, social
sciences librarian.
"This collection will emphasize,
at the beginning, the contemporary
polemic fringe and >e primarily
of social, political and economic
nature, Szekely said.
"In the
future the scope of this collection may be broadened to Include
more literature of the past and
other areas of controversy such
as religion and sexual morality.
The Polemic File Is located tn
the Research Library reference
area on the second floor of the
Library.

Arena conducts
skating lessons
The University Ice Arena announces a new skating course for
parents and pre-school children.
The five-week course takes
place Monday mornings from 9
to 11 a.m.
As of now, there will be tour
more lessons and there are still
opening available for parents wlching to register, at a reduced rate
of $6.50 per person for those who
register on or before next Monday.
■

Association tickets
Union Activities Office officials report that all $4.50
reserved seat tickets for Sunday's
Association concert
have been sold.
General admission tickets
<"$4) are still available and
may be purchased at the Union

.

SEA Meeting
Wed., Nov. 19
7:00p.m.
"SIMII'iliiiiii

in

W>*

FIIIM'SIIMMI"

Ohio Suite - Union

The University Theatre has a
new look this year.
Miss Mildred Lit, a full-time
professional costumer, has Joined
(be faculty of the University's
department of speech.
She will be In charge of the costuming tor all the major theatrical
performances at the University. Assisted by students interested In theatre, Miss Lit will
design and make the costumes in
keeping with her theory of "renting as few costumes as possible,
in order to build up a good private stock for the Theater."
"I like theatricality," says Miss
Lit, "which In the best sense of
the word refers to the certain unity about a play which cannot be
found In real life."
"When costumes are designed In
cooperation with the director of
the play and made especially for
the specific actor who will wear
them" she continued, "the unity
of the play Is enhanced."
Costumes for this season's bill
of attraction will range from the
striking simplicity of Grecian
robes to be seen in "The Baccae"
March 5 to 7, to the very contemporary dress of "The Potting
Shed" to be presetted this weekend.
Questioned as :o her favorite
period of costume styles, Miss Lit
explained, "It's difficult to pick a
favorite period. I'd have to say
that it Is which ever I am working

on at the moment."
"Men and women today are being
cheated," according to Miss Lit.
"Compared to the costumes worn
In other periods of history, our

contemporary dress Is extremely
dull. Wearing clothes :ha; were
30 years behind In history was
never accepted until Just recently
with the reappearance of patterned
suits and fur coats for men."

CANTERBURY INN
SPECIALS THIS WEEK

'Johnny and the Hurricanes'
famous recording band

Wednesday thru Saturday
Friday afternoon - live
music and no door charge
Monday November 24th Last big night 'It's your thing
fun night '
same as Wednesday and Thursday

PRIMARY
COLORS
playing
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SDS weathermen
demand payoff
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Vietnam Moratorium Committee was
asked for $20,000 by the militant
Weatherman wing of Students for
a Democratic Society In exchange
for a promise to remain peaceful
during anti-war demonstrations,
the
Washington Post said
yesterday.
The newspaper quoted Stephen
Cohen, one of the Moratorium leaders as saying:
"They came In and said they
wanted $20,000. They tried to shake
me down. They wanted protection
money.
We told them to get
lost."
Weatherman leader William
Ayers denied threatening violence,
but did acknowledge the Weatherman group had asked for ntOMy
to help pay legal costs of member arrested during demonstrations !n "hlcago In Sept, the
Post said.

LITTLE PLEASURES
124 N. MAIN ST.
HAS

BEADS TO STRING
ALSO ALREADY MADE

Wash, wet, soak. hunt.
squint, wash, soak. wet. cry a little.
Contact lenses were designed to be a convenience. And
they are up to a point. They're
convenient enough to wear,
once you get used to them, but,
until recently, you had to use
Iwo or more different lens solutions to properly prepare and
maintain contacts. You
noeded two or three different bottles, lens cases, and
you wont through more than
enough daily rituals lo make
even the most sieadlast individuals consider dropping out.
But now caring for your contacts can be as convenient as
wearing them. Now there's Lensine, from the makers of Murine.
Lensine is the one lens solution
designed for complete contact
lens care . . preparing, cleansing, and soaking.

ARMS LIMITATION TALKS -- U.S. chief negotiator Gerard C. Smith, left, participates in the arms limitations conference being held in Helsinki, Finland. The private talks began yesterday to search out
prospects for an agreement to curb the nuclear arms race. Among the negotiators' tasks is working out
what disarmament items should get priority when the full-fledged bargaining begins. The preliminary
discussions behind closed doors are expected to ast several weeks.
*

Disarmament talks begin
with good will, conviviality

the bottom of every bottle. SoakJust
ing your contacts in Lensine bea drop or
tween wearing periods assures
two of Lenyou ol proper lens hygiene.
sine before
Improper storage between
you insert
wea'rings permits the growth of
your lens prebacteria on your lenses. This is a
pares it for
sure cause of eye irritation and.
your eye. Lensine makes your
in some cases, it can endanger
contacts, which are made ol
your vision. Bacteria cannot grow
modern plastics, compatible
in Lensine. Lensine is sterile, selfwith your eye. How? Lensanitizing, and antiseptic.
sine is an "isotonic" soLet your contacts be the conlution. That means it's
venience they were designed to
made to blend with the
be. The name ol Ihe game is
eye's natural fluids So
Lensine. Lensine. made by
a simple drop or two ~_71
the Murine Company, Inc.
coats Ihe lens, forming a
sort of comfort zone around
it.
Cleaning your contacts with Lensine fights
bacteria and loreign deposits that build up during the course of the day.
And lor overnight soaking. Lensine provides a
handy contact canister on

Are you
cut out for
contact
sports?

HELSINKI, Finland (AP) - Awash with conviviality, U.S. and Soviet
negotiators began private talks yesterday to search out prospects
for an accord to curb the nuclear arms race.
U.S. Ambassador Gerard C. Smith, Soviet delegate Vladimir s.
Semenov and their advisors met at the American Embassy to begin
working out arrangements for substantslve negotiations. Thsse preliminary discussions behind closed doors are expected to last several weeks.
Whether or not the envoys ever get beyond the preliminary round,
the sendoff tor SALT-Strategic Arms Limitation Talks-Is being bathed
In official good will and cordiality.
After the formal, champagne-sipping public opening Monday, Finnish Foreign Minister Ahtl Kar -Jalalnen entertained the diplomats it
a reception.
Finnish President Urho Kekkonen was the host for yesterday's reception. And today—for the first time In history, U. S. officials here
believe—the U.S. and Soviet delegates are giving a Joint party.
At Monday night's affair, Smith told newsmen the talks had "started
well." Semonov termed the opening session "very fine" and predicted
that would apply to yesterday's meeting, too.
However, the negotiators gave no specifics. Both sides have agreed
to keep tight secrecy on the substance of the discussions while they
are under way.
The envoys have agreed to alternate meetings between the American
and Soviet embassies, but how often they will convene Is still undecided.
The Russians favor dally sessions. The Americans prefer parleys on
alternate days, contending this gives time for better preparation.
The chief task of the Helsinki round Is to fashion a framework for
full-scale negotiations later. Among the negotiators' tasks here, Informants said, is to work out what disarmament Items should get
priority attention when the full-fledged bargaining begins.

FUNNY'YOURtA6IRL...
0NC6. A MONTH Y0UF6U LIKE A

You're not as mini as usual? It's only temporary,
you know. A monthly problem. But who cares when
you have that puffy, bloated, "Oh, I'm so fat feeling"?
TRENDAR, that's who. TRENDAR'LL help keep you
slim as you are all month long. Its modern diuretic
(water-reducing) action controls temporary pre-menstrual weight gain. (That can be up to 7 pounds!) Start
taking TRENDAR 4 to 7 days before that time. It'll help
make you look better and feel better.

TRENOAILITMAKES Y0U6LAD YDUkBA GIRL!
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Nixon proposes new trade law
WASHINGTON (AP)-Pre3ldent
Nixon asked yesterday for a new
trade law, similar to one the last
administration tried for unsuccessfully, that would encourage lnternatlonalcommerce while at the
same time protecting beleaguered
American Industries damaged by
Imports.
In a message to Congress, Nixon called his trade bill "modest
In scope, but significant In Its
Impact."
"It continues the drive toward
freer world trade," he told the
legislators. " It also expllclty re-

Compiled by *ichord Price.

Haynsworth vote due Friday
WASHINGTON - A Senate vote on the confirmation of the Supreme
Court nomination of Judge Clement F. Haynsworth Jr., has been tentatively set for noon Friday, Sen. Gordon Allott, R-Colo., said yesterday.
Allott, chairman of the Senate Republican Policy Committee, told
newsmen he expects a final agreement on this later In the day "unless
something falls apart."
He said a vote at noon Friday Is agreeable to the Republicans and,
as far as he Is aware, all GOP senators will be on hand at that time.
Sen. Mike Gravel, O-Alaska, meantime, said he will vote to confirm
Haynsworth.

Senator runs for Lt. Gov.

Cleveland - Columbus Springfield Dayton - Cincinnati and Detroit
for Thanksgiving Recess
CALL THE WOOSTER SHOP
for information & reservations PH. 353-5982

More about

Search
(Continued from page 1)
attributed this meeting delay to
the approaching holiday season.
Mrs. Ward said she was "really
delighted that there are some students on the screening committee.
This Is not the policy at all universities, and I'm very happy the
students here are getting some
participation in the selection of
the succeeding president."
Mrs. Ward said the number
of candidates to be recommended
to the Board of Trustees was Indefinite.
"I would think no more than
six, but It may be less than that,"
said Mrs. Ward. "M.tybe thecommlttee will decide there are only
two or three outstanding persons
to recommend to the Board.
The screening committee welcomes any suggestions, submitted
to either the Individual committee
members or to Eugene Wilson,
secretary of the committee.

Attention
Business Majors

Write

Federated Department Store* Inc.,
Director of

Executlre Resources,
Clndanatl. Ohio 45202

We'll tell you
about it.

Administration spokesman could
not say when the com mission would
be named or how many members
it would have.

DIRECT CAMPUS SERVICE TO:

Canada orders pact changes

Run your
own
enterprise
on
our money.
Total
investment
one
postage
stamp.

But, he pledged, "lt Is not my
Intention to use such a declaration as a 'blank check'." He
also said he would appoint a commission on world trade "to examine the entire range of our trade
and related policies, to analyze
the problems we are likely to face
In the 1970'8 and to prepare recommendations on what we should
do about them."

- STUDENTS -

COLUMBUS-State Sen. Anthony u. Calabrese, democrat and assistant minority leader of the Ohio Senate, announced yesterday '.Us
decision to run for Lieutenant Governor In 1970.
Calabrese, 58 has had 20 years experience In the Senate. He has
served on manv committees. Including the Senate Rules Committee.

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. - Canada demanded yesterday further modification of the U.S.-Soviet draft treaty on a nuclear-free sea bed In
order to make lt more acceptable to the International community.
In a speech to the General Assembly's 126-natlon main political
committee, George Ignatleff, the Canadian delegate, also expressed
doubt that the assembly could make any substanslve decision In this
session on a treaty to outlaw chemical and bacteriological weapons.
The United States and the Soviet Union pleaded In the committee
Monday for speedy approval of the sea bed treaty.

cognizes that, while seeking to advance world Interest, U.S. trade
policies must also respect legitimate Interests and that to be
fair to our trading partners does
not require us to ^e unfair to our
own people."
Nixon said the time has come
for "a serious and sustained effort" to reduce trade barriers that
do not depend on tariffs, adding he
would welcome " a clear statement of congressional Intent" on
the matter since removing most
nontarlff barriers will take congressional action.

The college you can't get into without a job
The college is ours-Western Electric's Corporate Education
Center in Hopewell, New Jersey.
Like your college, ours has <i campus with dorms, dining halls,
labs and a library. Unlike yours, you cunt get into ours without a job.
A job at Western Electric.
Our students-engineers, managers and other professionalsdevelop and expand their skills through a variety of courses, from
corporate operations to computer electronics. To help bring better
telephone service and equipment, through the Bell System.
For information contact your placement office. Or write: College
Relations Manager. Western Electric Co., Room 2500. 222 Broadway,
New York, New York 10038. An equal opportunity employer.

Western
Electric
■• •■•.•■
:-..:.>■••- O s. ■ ■
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Writer 'remakes' himself in U.S.
By KATHY FRAZE
Why does a man emigrate to the United States?
In the case of Jerzy Koslnskl, guest lecturer this
week for the Seminar on 20th Century Writing, the
decision was not the result of a desire to come to
this country as much as a desire to leave Poland.
"I wanted out," Koslnskl said. "I would have gone
anywhere."
The decision to leave, however, was not the result
of any particular political beliefs.
"I functioned very well under a collective system.
I Just did not feel comfortable. I wanted to remake
myself."
"I was not rejecting the system," he explained.
"I was rejecting myself In that system."
Koslnlcl's writing career did not begin until his
arrival In this country In 1957.
"Before coming here I never thought In terms of
a writer. I thought as a social scientist. It never
occurred to me to be a part of the Polish literary
community."
Although he did not know the language before coming
here, all his works are written in English. His first
novel was "The Future Is Ours, Comrade," a discussion of attitudes of people living under a collective
political system.

Because he was so unfamiliar with the language,
Koslnskl often read his rough drafts to telephone
operators to determine If what he was writing was
communicable.
"I was never refused," Koslnskl recalled. "I
always called at night and I never got the same operator twice. Once I had convinced them that I was
serious, they were always eager to help."
His other books Include "No Third Path" and "The
Painted Hand" which received France's Best Foreign
Book Award In 1966. His most recent novel, "Steps,"
has been awarded the 1969 National Book Award In
Fiction.
Koslnskl presently lives In New York City. He spends
three months a year lecturing and travels the remaining nine months.
Next year he expects to become the Princeton University "author-In-residence" and will possibly teach
two classes In contemporary literature and structure
of the English language.
He Is now working on a novel concerning a man
who is an imbecile.
Tonight Koslnskl will discuss the new pattern of
" victims and oppressors in modern history and literature." The lecture will begin at 8 p.m. in the main
auditorium of University Hall.

? «
i
-N.w» photo by Brlon St.H.n •

Jerzy Kolinski

Little Pleasures
Has

Fish Net
(Assorted colors)

124 N. MAIN STREET

Grove Press & M.C.Y. presents

The Queen
Thursday
November 20
201 Hayes
Friday & Sat.
November 21, 22
105 Hanna Hall
$1.00

Plus
Film by Samuel Beckett
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Links teaching, research

Platt balances role
By JAN JONES
Issae Editor

-New* photo by Al«x Burrows

Dr. Virginia Platt

Historian sees change
Professor Thomas C. Cochran
was the quest speaker yesterday
for the Department of History
seminar discussion on "A Model
for Social Change."
Professor Cochran has long been
Interested In the social and economic history of America and the
cultural approach to history.
In his discussion, Professor
Cochran described his model
for social change. According to
this model, people play roles that
are funtlonal demands of status.
Social change occurs when the actor innovates his role and comes
up against the demands of the defining groups. These Innovations
are caused by wants and needs
of the people, level and type of
social learning, relation of actor
to others, actor's character and
Us environment.
a

He continued by starting that
In a free society the actor determines the status he wants on
the basis of reward. In Europe,
the reward was social prestige.
But In America It has evolved
lr the opposite direction. America
has the goal of material gain In
which profit Is a means. Parents
even train their children young
to reach economic success.
Professor Cochran Is consl-

dered
MM of
the foremost
historians In the United States
today.
He Is currently on the executive
council of the American Historical
Association.

Registration fixed
for more classes
The four centers of Bowling
Green State University will offer
extension classes In subjects of
student Interest not
now present In the curriculum.
An extension class will be offered if IS or more students register including payment of fees,
according to Dr. Ralph Geer, Director of off-campus programs.
Final registration will be held
from 4-6 p.m. Dec. 18 In the Fremont-St Joseph High School; from
4-6 p.m. Dec.15, In Fostorla High
School; from 9-11 a.m. and 2-5
p.m. Nov. 19 to Jan. 2 at the
Fir elands Campus; and from 4-6
p.m. Dec. 17 In the Bryan High
School.
Applications for winter quarter,
miist be submitted prior to Dec 1.

Dr. Virginia Platt, professor of
history, is perhaps an example of
the way teaching and research can
be effectively coordinated.
"I am 'horoughly convinced," she
said, "that a teacher has no right
to cheat the students In order to
perform his or her own research.
If research Is done at the expense of the students, then It
Isn't a good thing."
"However, if It can be done
In addition to giving students all
the attention they need, then It
can't help but be beneficial,"
she added.
Dr. Platt, who has been a member of the faculty for 22 years,
said she has always enjoyed research.
She recently had an
article published In the William
and Mary quarterly entitled, "The
East India Company and the Madagascar Slave trade."
"The article deals with the slave
trade from Madagascar to Virginia," Dr. Platt said. "The
William and Mary Quarterly Is the
only American quarterly dealing
with American colonial history."
Dr. Platt first became Interested In this particular topic of
research while working as a research assistant at Berkeley during her studies toward a masters
degree.
"That was many years ago,"
she said, "but then In 1967 and
1968, my husband (Dr. Grover
Platt, professor of history) and I
took a research leave and studied abroad."
Dr. Platt studied four months
In London before accompanying
her husband to Munich, Germany
where he researched aspects of the
German army and society.
"I was somswhat familiar with
study In London because I had
studied there for two years prior
to World War II," she said.
"I obtained much information
through the India Company there.
After about six months of research, Dr. Platt said it took her
about six weeks to write the article.
"It Is time-consuming work because you must document it all
and be certain of Its accuracy,"

she said. "But I think It is great
work.
It Is the sort of thing
that most educators Initially think
of themselves as doing."
Dr. Platt mentioned that It has
only been In 'he past five or six
years that the University has aided
In such research projects. The
College of Liberal Arts obtained
this research leave for her and
her husband.
"I definitely feel this type of
research Is beneficial In teaching," Dr. Platt said. "It allowed me to get down to the
initial level where history Is written. And also, after being away
from 'eachlng for a year, I was
more anxious than ever to get back
to the Interaction with students."
She further said she has enjoyed
teaching at Bowling Green.

'' I love to teach,'' she said. " And
the nice thing about BowllngGreen
Is the fact that It Is still growing.
This means a great turn-over of
students and a continual source of
stimulating people."
Dr. Platt pointed out that Bowling Green's standards for research
are not so rigid that professors
feel they must publish or perish."

"However, I enjoy the work,,"
she said, "I am now working on
a book concerning the economic
hstory and career of the merchant in Newport, Ithode Island,
Just prior to and during the Revolution."
The Wesleyan University Press
has Indicated a desire to publish
this work "If I ever get It done,"
she said.

Little Pleasures
HAS
Lots of Groovy

POSTERS
124 N. Main Street

PHI KAPPA TAU
SLAVE AUCTION
Wednesday, Nov. ?9
Tonight Even !!
At 9:30 p.m. at the Rat

COME & GET A DATE
THE GIRLS ARE READY !

w
■^^^L/Your special look
In our collection of new Hallmark Christmas greetings you'll find a color, design and message that
says "Merry Christmas" in your special way.

M

I know the way home
with my eyes closed."

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Student Services

Then you know the way loo well
Because driving an old lamiliar route can make you
drowsy, even if you've had plenty ol sleep
if thai happens on your way home
for Thanksgiving, pull over, take a break
and take two NoDoz". It'll help you drive home
with your eyes open
NoDoz. No car should be without It.
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Committees undergo realignment
By BARB JACOLA
Issue Editor

New

A realignment of all University
committees has been formulated by
the committee In charge of procuring personal for those organizations.
The Committee on Committees,
in consultation with University vice
presidents, has devised a system
whereby Individual committees axe
aligned In conjunction with one of
the offices of the vice presidents.
All committees have been categorized under either student affairs, academic affairs, research
and financial affairs, or administrative affairs.
Mrs Marie Hodge, assistant dean
of the College of Business and
chairman of the Committee on
Committees, said that formerly
there were an extensive number of
committees reporting directly to
the President's Advisory Council
(PAC). As a result, some of the
committees did not receive the
priority they deserved.
"We aim for better coordination
and effective Integration of all
committees," said Mrs. Hodge.
"The committees are still reporting to the PAC and President William T. Jerome ill, but the vice
presidents of each department will
act as intermediaries."
Mr. Hodge said that the new
functional alignment system was
organized according to a threephase approach.
The first phase consists of getting the PAC's approval of subdividing the comnuttees. The PAC
approved the realignment at
Its May 15 meeting this year.
Secondly, the Committee on
Committees receives the approval
of the vice presidents. Mrs Hodge
said they agreed that the organizational system could be effective
and that it would encourage a better working relationship between
the committees.
The committee then began updating specific charges for indlv-

COIN - DRY
CLEANING SPECIAL
8 Lb. FOR 81.99 Limited time

COIN LAUNDRY
3 Sizes of the
most modern washers
69 Machines to serve you

Plus
Ttndtr, Loving

SANITARY
DRY CLEANERS
STADIUM VIEW PLAZA

Jt PRE-HOLIDAY SALE
CZf
Selected Sportswear
Vests, skirts , slacks, sweaters, blouses-

-N»w« photo by CUnn EpploMon
Mrs. Marie Hodge

dual committees.
"A lot of committees do not have
students on them," said Mrs.
Hodge," and we want to review the
possibility of having students assigned to them."
Committees have had some difficulty staffing projects In the past.
Mrs. Hodge said that the new
plan should provide every committee member with a job he feels
Is
worthwhile.
Consequently,
people should be more willing
to offer their services.
"There is no rule that says
a committee must meet once a
month or so," said Mrs. Hodge.
"If it can meet once a year and

get the job done, then it has
served its purpose without being
very time-consuming for the
membars."
Mrs. Hodge feels the new system will organize committees so
that they will be more effective.
"This Is a matter of getting the
job done an! using the University's human resources to the
fullest," said Mrs. Hodge. "The
most Important of these resources
next to good students Is a good
faculty that can function efficiently
and effectively."

Kentucky
Fried Chicken

1/4 - 1/3 - 1/2 Off

Sfeepwear

Hosiery

Selected style

nylon 8. mesh reg 1.00 pr

1/3 Off
$1 - $2 - $3 -$4

3pr./.79

1020 N.
Main
Phone:354-8905

#9 seeks talent
Contributions for Number/9
are accepted dally at the BG
News office, 106 University
Hall.
Sketches,
creative
photographs, short stories,
book, record and movie reviews, and free verse writings are needed. Any student
may submit entries for consideration. For additional information, contact Bill Hronek
or Barb Jacola In the BG
News office.

opaque hose (reg. 1.25-1.75)

Misc. robes ■ Jo«

69c -99<

Lingerie

Jewelry

Hollywood Vasserette

req. 2.00 earrings

Bras Slips Gowns

2/3.00

?/3 -1/2 OFF

reg. price J.U0

2/5.00
others 1/2 price

$$$ MONEY $$$
Exceptional Opportunity for College Sophomores, Juniors, or
Seniors! Tired of working long hours with low pay?
Marshal Fields Family Enterprises is conducting a Nationwide
Expansion program wa few selected openings for college students.

Earn at leost $50. per
week with incentive bonus
progrom.
Part time employment
with flexible hours and

Felt Hats 4.50
(re*, pr. 6.00)

Glove & scarf sets

on the job training program
We are looking for
high caliber young men and
women, who would like a
permanent uart time job
through-out their college
career.
To arrange for a
personal interview with

The Powder Puff
525 Ridg.

out college employment
director. Call IMMEDIATELY
Findlay - 423-7700 day or
evening.
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Ski Club designs carnival;
forms intercollegiate group
A winter ski carnival In February Is one of the top attractions
for this year's Ski Club.
In addition to stvwdullng the carnival, Ski Club president Allen
Goldstein also met this weekend at the first meeting of the newly
organized 1,500 member Midwest Intercolle;jiale 3kllng Association
(MISA).
The purpose of the MISA Is to unify Intercollegiate ski life as a
non-profit organization. The Association alms to lower skiing rates
for Its members, create competitive Incentive f»r -I'llvidiiil clubs^
and compile ski resort lists.
Taking part In I le MiSA's first meeting, held at Bra-iJywine Center,
were the ski clubs from BG, Kent, Cleveland State, John Carroll,
To". !do, Ashland and Ohio University.
Also -shj-ving interest In the Association are members from Cincinnati, Dayton, Ohio State, and Michigan State.
"By February, I feel we'll have 3,000 members which will make
MISA one of the largest organizations of Its kind In the country,"
said Ski Club president Allen Goldstein.
The carnival Is planned for Feb 13 to 15 and will be held at Clearfolk Ski Resort, In Mansfield.
Goldstein Is one of the founders of the MISA and hopes that HM
organization obtains national recognition.
The Ski Club has the largest schedule of planned trips from among
the MISA members schools. The first trip the Ski Club will embark
on Is to Cockaigne, N.Y., Jan 9.

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
FALL QUARTER 1969
TIME OF
EXAMINATION

MONDAY
DEC 8

TUESDAY
DEC 9

WEDNESDAY
DtC. 10

THURSDAY
DEC 11

7:45 a.m. lo
9:45 a.m.

F
FH13

B
BD24

A
A, 84
A,B24
AC BD3

H
FH25

10:15 a.m. lo
12:15 p.m.

J
1

K
LLK
K,L15
LN1 KM
KM,LN5

C

G
HI, G
H2,G
H12,G

SKI CLUB
Will meet at 8 p. m. In 201 Hayes
Hall.
YOUNG POETS AND WRITERS
Will meet at 6 p.m. In the Faculty Lounge, Union.
CAMPUS GOLD
Will meet at 6:30 p.m. In 202
Education Bldg, every first and
third Wednesday for all women
Interested In Girl Scouting.
ACADEMIC COUNCIL
Will meet at 1:15 p.m. In the
Graduate Center.

A

STUDENT EDUCATION
ASSOCIATDN
Will meet at 7 p.m. In the Pink
Dogwood Room, Union.
BETA BETA BETA
Will meet at 7 p.m. in 112 Life
Science Bldg. for Initiation of new
members and for Key photos.

QD24
AC EG

C
F1,E
F12,E
FH2.EG

L
LN14

D
BOOS

M
Nl.M
M,NM
M,N15

3:30 pjn. to
5:30 p.m.

0
C

R
"R35

P
PR14

N
LN25

T
TVWX2
VWX2
VwXZ,VW4

TVWX3
VWX3

TVWX4
VWX4
VW24

0CN°4
0Q<»R4
0Q,KM
TVWX1
VW14
VWX1

mi
VW13

CHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Will meet at 4 p.m. In 140 Overman Hall. Dr. Arthur S. Brecher, associate professor of Chemistry will speak on "Proteolytlc
Activity In Brain."

CM

1:00 p.m. to
3:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m. to
9:00 p.m.

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
Will meet 5 to 6 p.m. In 108
Psych Bldg.

*
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1959 Willy's jeep; $450 exc. condltlon CaU 353 I89U
~
"""""".""I—Z~l
7"",
,
Available for 2nd quarter large 1
room apt. (or male grad student
or Instructor. Private bath & entrance & off-street parking. Phone
daytimes 354-2782.
"""VV','::;"
","
V.7
For Sale 1965 Pacemaker mobile
home, 10- by 50", 2 bedrooms. Call
686-4384 evenings.
Two female roommates needed for
filter quarter or for the rest of

"

FOR SALE OR RENT

For Sale: 1964 VW - excell. body
- new engine - good tires - priced
to sell 353-8741.
Haley's Motor Sales: good runabout cars $50 and up across from
the Everglades on 25.
——
For Sale: 1963 Chevy Excellent
shape. Must sell--best offer takes
it. 352-5549
"
Wanted: Female roommate 2nd
( uar,ers 26
«? «« l
"
Greenvlew
354-9152.

Gamma Phi's—thanks for a great
tea! Let's go It agaln.-Alpha Slgs.

convertible, good cond.

Pike Pledges: Thanx for the game,

A

P'-

22

w,u wnoiesaie

353-7189the snow, and downtown! Let's get

after 5.

together and do It again) ADPl's.

F0r sale. Classic guitar by Kay
and case. I.Ike new. Finish excellent. $40. 352-0970 after 7 pm.

Alpha Slgs say: Gamma-Phl-tastlc.

Double room for male students
145 S. Enterprise. 353-8241.
'.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Cooks, waitresses, fountain help
and mi boys, Pleaz'n Foods, Inc.
taklng applications Thurs. & Fri.
9.30 AM. - 5:00 PM Nov. 20 &
2ist. Experience desired but not
necessary, will train. Reasonable
scheduling for students, good pay.
See Mr. Scroggs, Mgr. 278 S.
Main St., B.C.
.„„..
WlllTolomVle^e7au7d7y"Vr7r7n^
lnjs. 354-1755.

67 Sunbeam Roadster, Sharp! Will
sacrifice for >995. See Don at
Gigolo Tues. Thurs. Fri. Kites.

Rldes avalfabie"to"New7oVk"c"lty
and vicinity, leaving Nov. 22. Call

For Sale:
Selmer Pairs Alto
Saxophone 2 years old. Excellent

Chopper - You're my STAR of
"All-Stars!" Love Karen.

Rich 352-0819.

condition 372-3183.

Hev - Wanna' buy a mlnifrlg 18"

Congratulations to the Jolly Rodgars on a fine 8-1 season, With
Pride the men of Rodgers.

She-B-T's say: Congrat's soccer
team on a 3-0 victory.

at

must seU

Fedrlco Gracla Classical Guitar
& Case. Best offer near $150. 317
Bromfield, 2-3678.

New York to London - Summer
Vacation trips - Round Trip $169.
Now filling - small deposit and
payments - send for free details.
Student Globe Koamers, Box 6575
Hollywood, Florida. 33021.

Greenview. If

vear

1967 MGB

Rooms available Immediately across from Founders. 354-4305 or
352-1692.

Beta's - wa fojod you very captivating - XI Pledges.

Interested please call 352-2295.

tne

Mratinn
uc
Hon

"

1969

x 20
"
or

Tb» Ssifmia
104 Untveratrj Hall

nwm-iTN

19,

Chi O's say "Socc-er to 'em,
Chop!" Congrats!

THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL

Alpha Chl's - Get ready to rave
Sat. - Phi-Tau's
Alpha Chl's - Get se! for the tea
Sat., the brothers of Phi Kappa
Tau.
Little Slsses welcome the new
neophytes. Go Delts!
Diane & Mirk are engaged! Little
Slsses say Good Luck!
Phi Delts & DZ says go Nuts at
the car smash Saturday.
She-B-T's say: Congrats to Al
Sandberg BGSU soccer captain.
Happiness Is letting your hair
down, being casual, and most of
all beating Northern Illinois!
II. ft V. See? Didn't we tell you
It was happening in Sandusky?
The School Marm & the physical
Therapist.
Martha:
We always said there
were bigger and better things for
us. You certainly scored on both
counts. Now If I could Just get off
the bench...The Cobras will Just
be sick, but Beryl Harlow and I
are really glad. Fudgclcles Forever! Ace A—.
Heidi and Vaughn: Glad to see It
happen! Pat and Gary.

Nov. 19 thru Nov. 26

1-FREE
BURRIT0
WITH PURCHASE OF ONE
BURRITO AT REG. PRICE
\ullii-nlii \lf\ii an liiinl I'reiiiinul
imrriitin 'ityte"

Fastest Fiesta

Baron Von Rockhold: Glad you
finally figured out something else
with which to adorn Helde's neck!
Atta' boy, Frlsch. Fred.
Bonnie and Clyde: So happy we
could be witnesses. Congratulations. Jeanne anl Gabe.

chosen TBS "Nicest active of the
week" TBSPledgll.

3-0 win. She-B-T's.
Ride needed to Denver 354-3381.
Will share expenses.

Suzy: Thanx for everything! You're
the BEST ADPI LITTLE EVER.
LAL, Jay.

Slg pledges say congratulations to
Joan and Dave on your lavallerlng.

Guess who wrote the music for
Goodbye Columbus - Yeahl The
Association — They're coming
Nov. 23.

ROY ROGERS ROAST BEEF Introduces FREE DELIVERY 6:00 PM.
- 10:30 PM seven days a week.
352-5330.

My little sister has a "GloomChaser" In her bedroom window,
she's wild about It!

Wanted: Kitchen help—apply ZBT
house.

Happy 19 to Chris on the 19th.
Love, M.J.

ATTENTION FACULTY—travel to
Europe this summer at our expense. Coordinators needed to
form student groups. Write Institute of Cultural Education, Box
2037 Livonia, Michigan 48151 and
include phone number.

Alpha Slg Pledges: Is the Attic
getting you down? Pound on that
floor and let the Actives know
you're thinking only of them!

Ride needed to Pittsburgh Thanksgiving. Will pay. Call Pat. 23387
after 7.

Sigma Chi pledges say thanks to
the Alpha Chi Omega Pledgll for
entering our pantry.

All fun-loving fIris—Remember
Twerp week? It's here again. Call
2-4737.

THE FAMOUS RECORDING BAND
•JOHNNY AND THE HURRICANES*
PLAYING
WEDNESDAY THRU
SATURDAY.
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Ruggers brave snow
to smash Fort Wayne *■
By JACKO'BREZA
Sports Writer
On snow covered Ice cap known
as Sterling Farm, the BG rugby
club used a devastating offense
to smash Fort Wayne, 18-6.
The Falcons played the role of
the abominable snowman as they
Jumped off to an early 10-0 lead.
BG scored first when Ted Peters
was pushed Into the end zone during a scrum near the Fort Wayne
end line and Rick Schnleder added
the conversion.
The Falcons scored again as
Schnleder galloped Into the end
zone for the try and added the two
point conversion.
Following
the kick-off, Fort
Wayne slid in for their first score.
Tod Davis came up with the ball
after Fort Wayne pushed a fiveyard scrum Into the BG end zone.
The kick failed and the Fort
Wayne rugby club trailed, 10-3.
Harold Faust capped a sustained
drive that brought Fort Wayne their
second and final try of the game.
The kick failed and at the half
the Falcons led, 10-6.
Bowling Green missed a scoring
opportunity when they failed to control a loose ball In the Fort Wayne
end zone. An alert Fort Wayne
rugger uncovered the ball and
downed It.
Early second half action saw
the Falcons miss two scoring opportunities. The first came following a scrum on Fort Wayne's
one yard line. The other occurred
when BG failed again to
gain control of a loose ball in
the Fort Wayne end zone.
A momentary
break In the
action occurred as Fort Wayne's
Ken lloober was assisted from
the field with a possible dislocated shoulder.
Following the brief time out the
Falcons finally broke the Ice as
Rick Schnleder went In for his
second try of the contest. The
conversion, also by Schnleder, was
good and BG Increased Its lead
to 15-6.
The Falcons' final score came

when Mike Baltzell and BUI Stross
chased an Aldan Kelly kick Into
the Fort Wayne end zone and Stross
downed It for a try. The kick
by Schnleder failed and the game
ended with BG on top 18-6.
"We should have scored more,
but the ball was hard to handle
because of the cold weather,"
coach Al Bohl said.
The Falcons victory raised its
season record to 5-2.
The ruggers wind up the current cam]»algn with a rugby tournament this weekend. Bowling
Green's club Is hosting the fourteam tourney to be held over
Saturday and Sunday on Sterling
Farm.
Waterloo Is matched against
Dayton In the opener at 11:30 and
Bowling Green tackles Sarnla at
2:30 In the other bracket. The
winners meet for the championship
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.

MEETING THE ELEMENTS —These ruggers brove both a choppy, rugged field and the snow in th«
BG-Fort Wayne clash.

i—Athlete of the week

Top efforts fail to produce wins
Although rugby was the only winner over the weekend, some fine
Individual efforts In football and
cross country decided the athletes

Women tankers
bow to Ashland
The women's swimming and diving team dropped a 63-41 decision to a powerful Ashland squad.
The visitors grabbed a seven
point-lead with a victory in the
opening 200-yard medley relay
and were never headed. Bowling
Green swimmers picked up four
first and five second place finishes against the All-Ohio runnerups.
A week ago the Ashland crew finished second In the All-Ohio.
Carol Burkhart copped the 50yard freestyle, Margie Bryner the
diving, Jan Haker the 100-yard
breaststroke, and Debbie Baltz,
Carol Burkhart, Jan Haker and
Pat Tabbert combined for a win
In the 200-yard freestyle.
Kathy Hass managed a pair of
seconds while Haker, Tabbert and
Phyllis Hammon had one each.

Dorsey's Drugs
PIPE SHOPPE

of the week.
Aldin Kelly grabbed honors In
rugby and Sid Sink In cross country.
Bob ZImpfer, Carl Battershell,
Honester Davidson, Joe Green and
Phil Villaplano were named as
the backs and linemen of the week.
Kelly won the rugby honors without scoring In the club's 18-6 win
over Fort Wayne. He did however,
contribute heavily to two of the
ruggers' four trys. His long run
set up Rick Schnleder's score and
his kick, Bill Stross try. Other
fine downfleld kicks helped pin
Fort Wayne deep in their own
territory.
Sink matched his third place
Central Collegiate finish of a year
ago as the Falcons slumped to
fifth in the recent CCC. He registered a 24.-30 which was about
32 seconds off the winning time
set by Mike Ryan of Air Force.
Battershell won the offensive
line honors with a 91 per cent
efficiency In the West Texas State
game. The other offensive award
winner was Bob ZImpfer.
Bob made 11 receptions in the
game to tie a single game mark
held by Eddie Jones. The 11 catches were good for 164 yards which
breaks the net passing receiving
mark set In 1955.
His performance upped his season totals to 45, only four off
the mark of 49 he set last year.
Joe Green and Phil Villaplano
shared the defensive line honors.
Green, with 10 solo tackles and
12 assists upped his season total
to 198 tackles with one game left.

6.I.D. Pipes
&

TobiccM

Stop In and
Browse Around
(By The Tracks)

1

UfrWT'

Intramural iotas

• News photo by Glonn Epploaton
JUST MADE IT - Falcon rugby player Bill Stross just gets this
kick away in the recent match with Fort Wayne. BG kicks kept
the victors pinned in their own territory in an 18-6 win.

Entries for the all-campus three
man basketball tournament are now
available from fraternity and residence hall athletic chairmen.
They are due Nov. 25. Play begins Dec. 1.
Finals of the all-campus wrestling tournament will be held tomorrow at 7 p.m. In Memorial
Hall.

-N.wi photo by D.nnii Whit.

REAL EFFICIENT
per cent efficiency
job Carl Battershell
fensive line honors

Brothers of
Alpha Sigma Phi
Congratulate New Officers

500 E. Wooster
Ffitirlif

He was named the game's outstanding defensive player as part of
Texas Centennial celebration.
Honester Davidson was honored
as the defensive back of the week,
He sustained a knee Injury an! Joins
a long list of wounded.

Dave Brim
Ken Brown
Jim Studer
Roger Hayward
Gary Rusynyk
Tom Craigo
Bruce Yelnick
Tom Goeller
Tom Craigo
Ron Bockelman
George Momirov
Gary Faler
House Marshal
House Associate Ed itor
Steve Fruth
President
Vice-President
House Economist
Corr. Secretary
Recording Sec.
IFC Representative
IFC Representative
P.D. Comm.
P.D. Comm.
Rush Chair.

Kitchen Steward

Bruce Smith

-- With 91
in his line
won the ofthis week.
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Good size and experience
key depth at forward slot
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Writer
There Is good size and then
there Is excellent size when It
comes to basketball.
Bowling Green met some of the
latter In a recent scrimmage agalnst Dusquesne. The visitors averaged
6.C with husky cagers
at every position. However, the
Falcons matched the Dusquesne

McL.

quintet on fairly even term-,
throughout the 60 minutes of action.
"We proved a point to ourselves," said head coach Bob Conlbear, "that we can compete with
bigger teams."
"We have good size and we'll
go at people," he said, "but we
won't overpower anybody. Big and
physical teams will wear us down,
this was evident against Dusquesne
at times."
"Our kids are tough enough, and
if you deal with a factor like desire to win this thing can be beaten," said Conlbear. "We'll, use
little things to help overcome this
In the season."
The Falcons have five candidates
at forward averaging almost 6'5",
which is typical of most forwards
In the conference. BG will also
return a favorable amount of experience with these forwards In
seniors Dan McLemore, JlmPenlx
and sophomore Bob Hill. Joining
them are junior Eric Hymes who
played on the 1967-68 freshman
team and I.ee Henson the only
Cage schedule
December
6 at Dayton
13 BALL STATE
20 at Marquette
26-27 at Motor City Classic
29-30 at Greensboro Classic
January
7 WITTENBERG
10 OHIO
14 KENT
17 at Miami
21 at Toledo
24 MARSHALL
28 ST. JOSEPH'S
31 at Western

member of last year's frosh team
to make the varsity.
While the offensive plans call
for patience and dellberateness
the defensive agressiveness will be
demanding on the starters. Depth
overall and per unit will be an important factor for the Falcons In
maintaining the game tempo with
substitutes.
"We like to think that depthwise we're better," said coach
Conlbear, "We'll miss a person
like John Heft who could come off
the bench and keep us going. But I
think that we'll have more people
ready to help this year."
McLemore, a second team AllMAC selection, was the Falcon's
third leading scorer last season
with 326 points for a 13.6 average.
Dan along with Penlx were Junior
college transfers making their
first trials for a major college
team ind both should have benefited from the years' experience.
They brought excellent scoring av-

First

m a series

erages with them.
Penlx with a second half surge
became the Falcons' sixth leading
scorer with a 9.5 average and with
47 per cent accuracy, second only
to centers John Heft and Jim Connally.
Henson was the leading scorer
for the freshman team last year
despite a dlsmil record compiled.

By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
When a goalie sees what looks
like three pucks rocketing toward
him at the same time, he's In
big trouble. What does he do—take
a chance at the middle one?
As a hunk of vulcanized rubber
bends around the neck, there's no
time to write home to mother.
You can't call time out. If you
want calmness, there's always the
Job of watching paint dry.
It's no wonder goaltenders are
a tempermental lot. That's why it's
remarkable that Bowling Green is
blessed with three capable of wear-

March
SYRACUSE

Half of Fame tilt
is cage premiere
Tomorrow's annual Hall of Fame
game tic-.ween the varsity and
freshman >asketball teams could
be moii than Just a premiere.
When ■ . arslty cagers take the
court at 30 p.m. It will be their
last api
ance before most students i;
January 7 against Wittenberg,
hey do play a Dec. 13
date wli Hall State, but after the
•tart of i .•> winter break.
The an raal varslty-frosh tilt is
designer iO give fans a preview
of the tea in before they open the
regular season on Dec. g against
Dayton. With a strong crop of
freshman candidates the young
Falcons could offer a serious
challenge to the varsity.
Tickets prices for the preseason skirmish are 25 cents for
students and i0 cents for adults.
They can be purchased In Memorial
Hall.

■Mtwi photo by Brian StoHom

FORWARD ON FORWARD ■■ As Jim Penix drives toward the basket, a fellow forward Eric Hymes does the guarding. The Falcons
will average close to 6'5" at this position this season.

leers have a premium on goalies

February
7 MIAMI
11 at Kent
14 at Marshall
17 NORTHERN ILLINOIS
21 TOLEDO
23 at Loyola
25 WESTERN
28 at Ohio
2

by the squad. He possibly enjoyed
an Inflated scoring role with the
lack of offensive support.
Hill Is making a slight conversion from guard to fulltlme forward having played both last season. Hymes was concentrating
mainly on center In his frosh campaign as a backup for Jim Connally but Is shifting his role to
forward.
Rebounding Is one area earmarked for Improvement this season and much of the work must
be done by the forwards, despite
a slight height disadvantage.
"Tne kids proved that helghth
Is not the big factor," said Conlbear. "We are being taken out
by not getting positioning," Rebounds will figure heavily in the
offensive totals If the Falcons
can earn the short set-ups off
the rebound.
"Our people are aggressive enough to get It," said Conlbear,
"but they'll have to want It also."
McLemore was the teams' leading rebounder last season with 252
grabs for a 10.5 game average
while Penlx averaged four.
They received as did all the
forwards, a strong test against
Dusquesne. There freshman opponents Thursday night In the annual Hall of Fame game won't
be quite as tall, but promise to
be every bit as physical.
That contest will be at 7:30
p.m. In Memorial Hall.

lng the big pads, who have ability
at eliminating a net full of pucks.
Paul Galaski, Rich Badone and
Terry Mlskolczl masquerade, upon
exhanging their street shoes for a
pair of skates In front of the Falcon net. The change Is like walking
into a Fresca blizzard, as the elements...rock-like slabs of rubber
come peppering off your skull.
"Goaltenders certainly aren't at
a premium," said Bowling Green
coach Jack Vivian. "A lot of teams
are lucky to have one. It's nice to
Just have one and we're very fortunate to have three capable of
playing."
Galaski, who played in 26 matches last season for BG, allowing
3.11 goals per contest, has undergone a change which Is expected to
greatly benefit the squad.
"He's in a lot better shape, not
so heavy," said Vivian. "He's an
entirely different hockey player—
he came back to play. His only
weakness Is in handling the stick
when clearing the puck."
Although Badone and Mlskolczl
are not as well recognized as John
Hancock on the Declaration of Independence, they figure to play as
much of a part In the Falcon goal
situation, as Galaski.
"Attitude is very important because you can't make a mistake
back
there," said Vivian. "If
you've got a good goalie, you
can play a period la:kadaisically
and, with a little luck, still stay
In the game. In a close one the
goaltender will be the key.
"We feel we should never have
an attitude problem, because we
have three guys of about equal
ability fighting It out for the starting Job. We may not tell who the
starter will be until about five
minutes before the game either."

Rifle Club drops
weekend matches

-N«»» photo by Alox Burrowi

Paul

Galaski

Bowling Green
varsity rifle
Club lost two away matches over
the weekend, one at Case-Western
Reserve Friday and the other at
Gannon College In Erie, Pa. Saturday.
High scorers for the BG team,
which Is now 2-3 overall and 2-2
In the Lake Erie Intercollegiate
Rifle Conference, were Gene Odell,
with scores of 265 and 256; Brian
Freeburn, 256 and 240; Max Church
246 ani 242; Tom Grachek, 234
and 247; George Brown, 223; and
Lisa Holycross with 229.

Badone was a backup goalie last
season, appearing In only two
-games, while Mlskolczl came to
BG from Fort Erie, Ont. on a track
scholarship. His appearance on the
ice was a pleasant surprise to
Vivian.
"The big thing about Badone is
that he can see this year. He got
contact lenses. He's a little weak
with the stick but when it comes
to covering angles, we don't have
any better," said the coach. "Mlskolczl will be a real toughle when
Second in a series

he gets some experience. He's the
quickest we've got with the glove."
"We have as much experience at
goal as anywhere. We'll play the
guy with the hot hand, the one who
gets In a good streak. You could
see three different goalies in the
first three games. I'd like to see
them all allowing under three goals
a gamt-, bat maybe I'm dreaming

with this schedule," he said.
Timing Is an Important part of
the game for the netmlnder. It's
anticipated that a couple of easy
ones will get by while a couple of
shots that a goalie has no business
getting, will be stopped. Although
a central figure In the game, and
on the ice for 60 minutes, the
goalie lives or dies In the brief
tenths of seconds that it takes a
puck to travel toward the net.
"The only time a goalie Is looked
at is when he makes a save or Is
beaten, " said Vivian. "He'seither
great or a bum. He has to have
movement down to the ice and up."
"Mobility is essential while
quickness and ability to cover the
angles of the posts are the key to
a good goaltender,'' he said.
Anyone can put a sieve in the
goal mouth, but without a good
goaltender, a little thermometer
seems to burst In the head of a
hockey coach. It can be like July
In December.

Frosh bounced again
finish season winless
By VIN MANNIX
Assistant Sports Editor
Any hopes the freshmen grldders had about making something of
their season were busted by Miami 25-8.
In the same pattern as in the first three games, the I freshmen
beat no one but themselves, committing mistakes throughout the
game.
Their bobbles started almost Immediately. On their first offensive
play, tailback Steve Love fumbled deep In Bowling Green territory.
Miami recovered and scored a few plays later.
The Falcon freshmen gave up the ball six times on fumbles and
Interceptions, with an equal portion of both.
"Another thing that hurt was our field position," said freshman
coach Tom Relcosky. After Miami's first score, the Bowling Green
defense held for the remainder of the half, explained the freshman
skipper.
"The problem was, when our defense gave the ball over to the offense, it was always near our own end zone," said Relcosky. "We were
always In a spot."
The Falcon defenders kept the team In the gam '.n the Initial half,
holding the score to 6-0. They even mustered a goal-line stand. Their
lone serious offensive threat ended on four tries Just before the half.
An interception ended the first drive of the second half for the Falcons and it was all downhill from their. Miami opened up their margin
with a pair of long touchdown passes.
"Our guys on defense got run down finally." said Relcosky. "They'd
been In there most of the game."
Following a change of quarterbacks, the BG freshmen dented the
scoring column.
"Micky Harp went in '.here and took us right down the field tor the
score," said Relcosky. He moved the Falcons again later but was intercepted.
Miami wasn't finished yet and added another touchdown for a 25-8
margin.

